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QoS Concept for Scalable MPEG-4 Video Object Decoding on Multimedia (NoC) Chips
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Abstract — Scalable implementations of multimedia applications offer increased flexibility in mapping those applications onto the executing platform used in a consumer product. In this paper, we describe a hierarchical Quality-of-Service (QoS) model for managing multimedia applications running on a multiprocessor Systems-on-Chip (SoC). First, we present the possible scalability of an MPEG-4 arbitrary-shaped video decoder with respect to computational and communicational resources. Second, we provide a novel model for QoS management based on the principles of predictable mapping and run-time information on the resource utilization. We demonstrate the QoS framework by mapping of an MPEG-4 arbitrary-shaped decoder on a NoC, employing eight ARM cores with specific monitoring features in the network (e.g. Æthereal NoC). The scalable implementation results in lowering the computational requirements by 26% and communication by 43%. Experiments revealed that the combination results in more than 85% decoded frames of higher quality than in a QoS approach based on the predictable mapping only.

Index Terms — computation, hierarchical QoS, multimedia NoC, arbitrary-shaped coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

A typical composition of state-of-the-art multimedia applications in present consumer products is based on the simultaneous execution of several stand-alone subsystems of which the results are jointly presented to the user. Current design approaches in modern consumer electronics products are based on two major strategies. On one hand, the focus is on optimizing a system with a single functional requirement, such as a stand-alone DVD player. On the other hand, designers aim at a more general solution offering the combined functionality of several stand-alone applications and further extensibility of the system. An example of the latter case is a smart phone. Our aim is to focus on recent multimedia applications which inherently ask for more general solutions while still providing sufficient control of quality and resource usage.

For cost-efficient consumer (embedded) system design, the platform cost and its resources are bounded, so that quality control among applications and inside applications is inevitable. Quality-of-Service (QoS) management for Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) has been extensively studied, e.g. for MPEG-4 3D graphics, wavelet coding, and related applications [1]. The proposed QoS management approaches compute the resource utilization as an algebraic function of the quality settings, for example by the number of graphical triangles to be processed. Our objective is to provide a QoS architecture that can predict the quality level setting of an application and still re-use non-utilized resources for a temporary QoS increase.

A. Scalable Arbitrary-Shaped MPEG-4 Video Coding

Current video applications are generally processing a single video stream and a single audio stream. Emerging new multimedia applications require more advanced interactivity with the video content and introduce synthetic video objects which enrich the natural video signal. The first standard with the focus on object-based video coding is the MPEG-4 standard [2], in particular the core profile.

In this paper, we focus on a scalable implementation of arbitrary-shaped (AS) MPEG-4 video object decoding, based on the full object-based coding specification. This application is interesting, as it has very dynamic execution time characteristics per frame because of large variations in object size and behavior. Furthermore, when several video objects occur in the picture simultaneously, an equal number of decoding instantiations can be executed in parallel. Each instantiation involves a set of stream-oriented decoding tasks.

We have presented a preliminary model of a streaming-oriented implementation of the AS MPEG-4 decoder in [3]. Depending on the target application of the decoder, a certain quality loss can be acceptable. For example, for a video object containing a soccer ball, the shape and size is more important than a high quality texture. In this paper we present a form of task-level scalability of the texture decoding, providing scalability in different types of resources.

- **Computational scalability** — the decoding chain is modified at run-time for activating/deactivating texture-decoding tasks.
- **Communicational scalability** — the task-level scalability can modify the bandwidth requirements based on the task-to-processor assignment.
A scalable implementation provides a broader way for the application execution on a resource-limited platform. Furthermore, the scalability improves the finer granularity for resource utilization.

B. Quality-of-Service (QoS) on Systems-on-Chip

Several QoS approaches have been reported in literature. For example, economic reservation-based QoS solutions are presented by Bril et al. [4]. We have presented our hierarchical QoS proposal in [5]. However, more recent experimental results have shown that pure reservation-based QoS control of the system yields an average efficiency of about 70%. For this reason, we focus on further maximizing the possible output quality by using a reservation-based technique in combination with a best-effort run-time adaptation of the computation. We will show that such a combination indeed improves the picture quality. We present a QoS management model using a NoC run-time monitoring system [6] for run-time adaptation of the computation graph. In the majority of the processed pictures, a switch to a higher quality level of video processing is obtained.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief introduction to a predictive computation on the multiprocessor Network-on-Chip (NoC). Section III addresses the problem definition of the recent QoS management. Section IV presents a new combined QoS technique to provide more efficient resource usage. The different levels in scalability of the arbitrary-shaped video decoder are presented in Section V. The experimental framework of combined QoS management on a homogeneous NoC with specific monitoring features in the network (e.g. Æthereal NoC) is discussed in Section VI. Section VII describes the system behavior and experimental results and Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. PREDICTABLE COMPUTATION ON MULTIPROCESSOR NOC

The objective is study a multiprocessor system-on-chip with a system architecture that enables a predictable computation. Our leading application is a complex state-of-the-art multimedia algorithm (MPEG-4 shape-texture decoding for individual video objects), which has very dynamic execution time-characteristics per frame, and of which several instantiations can be executed in parallel. Each instantiation is internally composed of several pipelined tasks. It is possible that a set of objects has to be decoded in parallel where each object has its own characteristics and behavior. In our previous work, we motivated the use of a Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) as a target platform for such advanced applications [3]. The efficient mapping of multiple object decoders onto such a platform poses a management problem, requiring QoS control of the platform resources.

The term “network” in Multi-Processor Network-on-Chip (MP-NoCs) refers to the enclosed switch network that is used for global on-chip communication. In our case, we employ a tile-based architecture with distributed memory, as depicted in Figure 1. The MP-NoC platform contains processing tiles, storage tiles, all organized in a networked fashion (e.g. switch network). A processing tile represents a small embedded computer, consisting of one embedded CPU core (e.g. RISC), local memory and specific accelerators. The NoC transports data packets from one tile to another.

In general, NoC can be modeled using SDF graphs, provided that the following constraints on the architecture are satisfied. First, tasks running in parallel on different processors use only the local memories of their processing tiles. Second, the memories are organized in single layers (no caching), or the caches are locked. This provides the predictability of the task computation times. The NoC should provide point-to-point connections with tightly-bounded packet propagation delays. Similar to data edges in SDF graphs, the connections should be independent from each other and they should carry multiple tokens in FIFO order. Such connections can be implemented in NoCs at a reasonable cost [7].

The mapping of an application in a predictable matter requires a modeling of the application behavior at fine granularity level. To express the multiprocessor-level parallelism in our model, we employ Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) graphs (see e.g. [8]). More precisely, we use a restricted version of the SDF model, called Homogeneous SDF (HSDF).

The computations in an HSDF are represented by the nodes of the HSDF graph, called actors. The edges of the graph represent dependencies between actors and carry tokens that are produced and consumed by the actors. Each edge points to the direction of its token flow and may contain a few initial
tokens. For preserving consistency, we maintain to call the smallest computation block a task instead of an actor.

It is common to distinguish data edges and sequence edges within a graph. Passing of a token through a data edge represents the transfer of a block of data from one task to another. On a sequence edge, the tokens represent events that do not carry data, e.g. the release of space in memory.

Each task waits until there is at least one token at each incoming edge. Then the task performs computations on the contents of the first data token that is available at each data input. The computation takes a well-defined time interval, which only depends on the contents of the input data, called the computation time of the task. When the computations have finished, one token is consumed from each incoming edge and one token is produced to each outgoing edge.

### III. Hierarchical Quality-of-Service Management

The separation of responsibilities of the system management is essential to decrease the complexity of the resource assignment. We consider three major classes of the management problem: resource management, inter-application management and intra-application management.

Ref. [9] presents the EUROPA architecture with separated concerns aiming at quality enhancement. There are several examples of QoS system management, like the Padma architecture from [10], 2K4 architecture in [11] and Agile QoS as described in [12]. However, these architectures are limited in some or other directions which cannot fulfill the system requirements of our problem domain.

Our mapping strategy exploits the predictability property of our architecture to enable a deterministic QoS for each job, independent of other jobs. To achieve this, we reserve resources for each particular job in the form of virtual processors and virtual connections. These virtual processors and connections are run-time assigned to the existing resources of the platform. This abstraction is important to obtain the worst-case model of the resource distribution in the case that each task is mapped to a different processor of the platform, and to keep independency between jobs.

Advanced QoS control requires an accurate estimation of the resource usage. Therefore, we distinguish an off-line phase where jobs are mapped to virtual processors to obtain specific application operating points, and a run-time refinement of the resource usage based on the current resource-usage status of the system (see Fig. 2). After the assigning quality and invoking the execution, the adaptation of computation towards a best-effort result can be enabled. These phases are described in more detail below.

#### A. Off-line: job-mapping definition

The purpose of the intra-job mapping is to generate a set of operating points, which allows to online trade-off between the quality resulting from the job and the resource usage by selecting an appropriate operating point. For each operating point, a certain quality setting is initially assigned. Afterwards, a set of virtual processors and connections are allocated. Different tasks are inserted in sequential order into allocated processes, and the processes are partitioned over the virtual processors. The data transfers between the virtual processors are assigned to the virtual connections. The result of allocation and assignment is a virtual platform for the job, and a network of concurrent communicating processes for the job that is mapped onto the virtual platform. This network is called a configuration network.

A major objective of intra-job mapping is to create a virtual platform using minimum resources. On the other hand, the platform should offer enough resources such that the deadline miss rate of the job is low enough. Each operating point is defined by a quality setting and a virtual platform with the corresponding configuration network. The quality setting gives only an estimate of the average optimal quality setting for the given mapping. Due to variation of the execution time, at run-time the quality setting is adjusted continuously. We have presented in [13] a cost function similar to the prioritized OS prioritized models with the dynamic modification of the priority, based on the application content.

#### B. Run-time: quality negotiation and resource allocation

The resource manager controls the available physical resources in conjunction with the Global Quality manager, thereby using the operating points which are generated off-line. This works as follows. For a starting job, the Global Quality manager invokes the Local Quality manager (LQoS manager) which chooses an initial quality setting by selecting an operating point. In advance mode, the LQoS manager can activate an estimator module that processes input data parameters for more precise resource requirements per quality level $Q$. Based on off-line measurements of the anticipated quality level $Q$, the manager strives for a quality setting that will satisfy the user.

At this point, the resource manager is of key importance, as it keeps track of the free capacity of all physical resources in the platform. Given a virtual platform, for each virtual processor the manager should find a physical processor with
sufficient free capacity. For each virtual connection, free network resources should be found. It may happen that the resource manager cannot accommodate the resources for the new job. If the new job has a high importance, the Global Quality manager may decide to decrease the quality settings of some other jobs to release sufficient resources for the new job.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT - FIXED RESERVATION OF RESOURCES

Predictable mapping is an important new paradigm for designing future systems having a broad functionality and the corresponding high amount of parallel execution within such a system. The described approach for a system based only on predictable computing has several drawbacks as listed below.

The decoding of individual video objects is based on several data dependencies. The most well-known dependency is the motion compensation within the MPEG hybrid coding architecture. Both the internal dependency on the intra-coded video frame and further re-use of the texture information for the remainder of the sequence of frames in a Group of Video Object Planes (GOV) inherently defines the candidate granularity for the reconfiguration (see also Section V).

We define a reconfiguration as the assignment of different resources that will be granted to and only to the job that is in a reconfiguration process. To this end, we distinguish soft reconfiguration by assigning new budget to the same resource and hard reconfiguration that requires migration of the job or part of the job to a new resource from the platform.

Taking into account the characteristics of our application domain (the coding aspects) and the complexity of hard reconfiguration (the recurrence time of reconfiguration), it is plausible to define the length of the GOV as a suitable candidate for the reconfiguration period [13]. At this granularity level, the negotiation on resources can take place and a new guaranteed quality level $Q$ is assigned to a job. However, two disadvantages occur that will be discussed now.

A. Relatively long resource-reservation interval

For the decoding of arbitrary-shaped MPEG-4 video objects [5], the reservation of resources for the whole GOV requires that the system has sufficient resources for decoding each Video Object Plane (VOP). However, the MPEG-4 GOV length is not known in advance and is determined by the actual encoder. Therefore, the QoS control of the decoder has to decide on the reservation of resources for the decoding application for the whole length of a GOV. This GOV “frame set” has a variable length (the authors observed sequences of several hundreds of VOPs in one GOV). In the worst case, the decoder QoS control has to decide only on a fragment of the GOV size. Consequently, this approach can sometimes lead to a QoS decision for a lower quality level for a long sequence of VOPs. This lower quality level already occurs when only one VOP cannot be decoded within available resources.

B. Slow response on the increase of available resources

We have observed that the reservation-based QoS is also sloth in covering the increase of available resources. The time for the reallocation of resources and increase of the guaranteed quality level for an application is only possible at the end of a GOV. When the quality levels of other jobs change or when a termination of other applications occurs, these resources cannot be directly used for the subsequent VOP decoding. The decoding at a higher quality level starts at the first frame of the next GOV. In the case that such an increase of resources appears at the beginning of the GOV, the response time of the system might be too long for the system user. These two limitations motivated us to supplement the reservation-based model with a run-time QoS adaptation. The details of our approach are presented in Section VI.

V. SCALABILITY OF THE AS-VOP DECODER

A. Arbitrary shaped MPEG-4 decoder

We have studied object-oriented MPEG-4 coding for the new proposed QoS concept. In MPEG-4, every Video Object (VO) is represented in several information layers, with the Video Object Plane (VOP) at the base layer. This VOP is a rectangular frame containing hierarchically lower units, called Macroblocks (MB). A group of VOPs forms is called a GOV.

![Fig. 3. Computation graph of the arbitrary-shaped MPEG-4 decoder. The shape and texture is processed at macroblock levels, the padding and postprocessing filters are at VOP level.](image)

Scalability is becoming a key issue of future multimedia applications [14]. Depending on the application, a certain quality loss can be acceptable under circumstances as indicated in the following examples. The video decoding task can be pushed to a lower quality level with the aim to save some of the previously assigned resources for another application, like recording data from a surveillance monitoring system. A second example which is even more relevant for the domain of object-based video is the possibility to reproduce the video encoded at the highest level on a system with a lower level of the MPEG coding profile. In more detail, a bit stream encoded at Level 3 or 4 from the MPEG-4 Advanced Coding Efficiency (ACE) Profile may contain up to 32 video objects, as compared to Level 2 that is bounded to 16 VOs and Level 1 using only up to 4 VOs. If the number of objects composing the scene and their spatial resolution does exceed the limits of the system, less significant objects can be decoded at a decreased quality level, yet completing the original video scene with more information.
Figure 3 outlines a distributed version of the computation required for an arbitrary-shaped video object decoder. In our previous work [3], we presented a model for the shape-texture decoding at the finest granularity (MB level). This timing model is useful when the mapping requires usage of different processors even at the MB level. Here we present the graph for the complete decoding, which starts with parsing the bit stream syntax and coded data and ends with the completely reconstructed scene. The graph was simplified for presentation simplicity. The final visual scene can be composed of several VOs. In the presented graph, each task starts its execution when it has data on all inputs (as defined in Homogeneous Synchronous Dataflow Graphs).

In Figure 4 portrays the dynamic behavior of the size of arbitrary-shape video objects within a running video sequence. In specific cases of the figure, objects can grow between 1.5-5.5 times the initial sizes at the start of the sequence. This directly influences the requirements on resources.

The decoding starts with the Shape & Texture Processing, followed by Extended & Boundary Padding and the VOP decoding is completed by applying the Deblocking & Deringing Filters and providing the final shape and texture data to the Frame Rendering. The rendering is a shared task and composes the original scene from the video background sprite and several VOs superimposed on it. The background sprite decoder and QoS for it is not discussed in this paper; the reader is referred to [16] for more details. For the individual arbitrary-shaped VO, the complete task graph is instantiated. These independent instantiations output their results to the shared Frame Rendering task.

B. Task-level scalability

In order to deploy the combination of QoS techniques, we initiate the system with the worst-case mapping from the communication point-of-view, where we map each task to a different processor. This mapping is re-evaluated, to improve the mapping density within the reconfiguration time. Due to the complexity of reconfiguration, we consider only soft reconfiguration (as in Section IV) without a task migration.

Scalability of the coding by transmitting several streams containing different information layers was enabled already in the MPEG-2 standard and was used also for the design of systems with limited resources [17]. In our work, we targeted the identification of the decoding tasks with the option for saving a significant amount of (preferably) all types of resources. Second, the exited complexity of tasks limits the possibilities for incorporating an extra control and specialized types of processing. In our view, the balance in the resource utilization is a vital requirement of the mapping.

The most suitable solution is to keep the same level of the complexity and optimize the computation and communication resources at the same time by enabling / disabling tasks of the processing chain. This technique lowers all types of resources: computation and local storage of the target tile, where the task was planned to be executed as well as network connection streaming data to and from that task.

We have defined the following three quality levels of our experimental AS MPEG-4 decoding.

- **Level 0** - Basic quality, the shape is fully decoded; the basic quality of texture after IDCT is communicated to the Rendering task.
- **Level 1** - Medium quality; the MPEG-4 padding [2] of the texture data is activated, no artifacts on edges.
- **Level 2** - Highest quality; the complete chain with post-processing of de-blocking and de-ringing filters is executed.

![Fig. 4. Dynamism of the arbitrary-shape video objects sizes for sequences: singer, dancer, Stefan at CIF resolution with 25Hz frame rate.](image)
VI. Predictable Computation with Best Effort Computation Based on Monitoring Services

The observation and analysis of ongoing computations in a system has received a lot of attention in literature. NoC monitoring systems [6] have been proposed in order to cope with observing the communication at run-time. This work was primarily driven by testing and debugging aspects. Passive hardware monitors make use of an industrial real-time solution for observing, called SPY [18]. We have decided to re-use the existing monitoring components for the run-time bandwidth steering and in combination with the Local QoS manager to enable best-effort computing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Shape &amp; Text. decoding Q = 0</th>
<th>Padding tasks Q = 1</th>
<th>Deblocking &amp; deranging Q = 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singer</td>
<td>72 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>11 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancer</td>
<td>78 %</td>
<td>16 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>81 %</td>
<td>13 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>76 %</td>
<td>16 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>76.75 %</td>
<td>15.5 %</td>
<td>8.25 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Shape &amp; Text. decoding Q = 0</th>
<th>S&amp;T decoding + padding tasks Q = 1</th>
<th>All tasks Q = 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singer</td>
<td>39.8 %</td>
<td>83 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancer</td>
<td>39.4 %</td>
<td>81.6 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>37.8 %</td>
<td>83.5 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>42.6 %</td>
<td>89.3 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>39.7 %</td>
<td>83.8 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The NoC architecture view with the Monitoring Service Access (MSA) connected to the Local QoS control manager. MSA is connected with probes (denoted by P) via guaranteed-throughput connections.

A. Monitoring enabled NoC architecture

Figure 6 illustrates the NoC architecture with routers (R) and Network Interfaces (NI). The NoC monitoring in Fig. 6 consists of configurable monitoring probes (P), attached to the R and NI components, and their associated programming model, and a monitoring traffic management strategy.

The monitoring probes are responsible for collecting the required information from the NoC components. The probes capture the monitored information in the form of events. Multiple classes of events can be generated by each probe, based on a predefined instance of an event model. Monitoring probes are not necessarily attached to all NoC components. The placement of probes is a design-time choice and is related to the cost versus observation-capability tradeoff.

The traffic management regulates the traffic from the Monitoring Service Access point (MSA) to the probes, which is required to configure the probes, while the traffic from the probes to the MSA is used to obtain the monitoring information from the NoC. Already available NoC communication services, e.g. guaranteed throughput (GT) or best-effort (BE) connections, or even dedicated solutions can be used for the traffic information for monitoring.

The above framework has been integrated in our experiments in the following way. The presented NoC with communication-monitoring features offers the combination of mixed GT and BE connections. The GT connections support the principles of reservation-based QoS control, while the BE connections fit to our QoS adaptation technique (presented in the subsequent section). The monitoring mechanism is needed to avoid non-optimal communication of data between tasks that will be completed after their deadline.

B. Resource-allocation model

We concentrate now on the long-term reservation of resources, which is based on predictable-computing principles and best-effort computation. Let us illustrate the resource-allocation model in our experimental setup. The mapping of tasks is following the worst-case mapping in communication, i.e. each task is mapped on a different processing tile. Our system architecture employs a 2x4 mesh Æthereal NoC with eight ARM processing cores. The ARM cores are one-to-one mapped to Network Interfaces (NI). We have implemented a centralized performance monitoring service. Each router was probed with performance monitors, which are able to monitor link utilization. Each monitor communicates performance data to the MSA by means of a low-bandwidth GT connection through the closest-located NI, which received an extra NI port for this purpose. The single MSA connects to NI (similar to Fig. 6) by means of an extra NI port.

Long-term reservation of resources. At the start of the GOV, the sub-task that estimates resource usage calculates the computation and communication resource requirements at all
three quality levels. Next, the Global QoS selects the quality level at which all VOPs can be decoded. In our experimental setup (Fig. 7), Quality Level 0 will be selected because of the requirements of the VOPs with indexes from 13 to 22.

**Best-effort computation.** Our proposed solution is based on exploring the best-effort communication whenever it is possible. When compared to the GT connections, the BE connections do not have guarantees on the timing of data delivery. With the option to monitor the NoC connections, the Local QoS can verify at finer granularity (frame level) if there are available resources for BE communication. If the Local QoS received a positive response for all BE connections at a higher quality level, the extended computation at higher quality level is activated.

C. **Experiments and results**

In our setup, we have integrated alien traffic generators that program the system to a minimum level of communication activity. We have assigned the corresponding quality levels discussed in detail in Section V as follows:

- Level 0: c0–c5, c12;
- Level 1: all connections at Level 0 + c6, c7, c8, c11;
- Level 2: all connections at Level 1 + c9, c10.

The Local QoS has to monitor the connections c6–c11, as they are of the BE type. As is depicted in Figure 5, the initial quality is at Quality Level 0. Prior to starting the next VOP decoding, the Local QoS checks the status of the connections and if the estimated communication resources are available, then it activates the scalable tasks at the highest possible level.

With the novel mixed approach, the system is decoding only the VOPs 14–18 at Quality Level 0. Quality Level 1 is achieved for VOPs 13 and 19–22 and the rest of the GOV is chosen to be decoded at the highest quality level. The obtained improvement of quality is depicted in Figure 8. As it can be noticed, there is no improvement for frames that were decoded at Level 0. However, a significant improvement (to the absolute PSNR of approximately 35 dB) appears for the remainder of the VOPs.

The communication monitoring typically introduces overhead that is orders of magnitude lower than the required bandwidth of the experimental multimedia application. It can be readily concluded that the NoC monitoring allows the run-time adaptation of the decoding process to a higher quality. It should be noted that the obtained time fraction of 76% where the quality levels are increased, is highly dependent on the video input data and the run-time status of the platform.

![Fig. 8. Obtained PSNR for the arbitrary-shaped MPEG-4 video sequences. The “Stefan” tennis sequence has a resolution of 688×464 pixels, while the other two sequences are at CIF resolution.](image)

With the novel mixed approach, the system is decoding only the VOPs 14–18 at Quality Level 0. Quality Level 1 is achieved for VOPs 13 and 19–22 and the rest of the GOV is chosen to be decoded at the highest quality level. The obtained improvement of quality is depicted in Figure 8. As it can be noticed, there is no improvement for frames that were decoded at Level 0. However, a significant improvement (to the absolute PSNR of approximately 35 dB) appears for the remainder of the VOPs.

The communication monitoring typically introduces overhead that is orders of magnitude lower than the required bandwidth of the experimental multimedia application. It can be readily concluded that the NoC monitoring allows the run-time adaptation of the decoding process to a higher quality. It should be noted that the obtained time fraction of 76% where the quality levels are increased, is highly dependent on the video input data and the run-time status of the platform.

![Fig. 7. Communication requirements of “Stefan” tennis sequence. The bold line represents the communication requirements of other applications also executed within the system.](image)

VII. **Conclusion**

In this paper, we have presented task-level scalability for an arbitrary-shape MPEG-4 decoder. The scalable computation is essential for our hierarchical Quality-of-Service management. Object-based decoding shows rather dynamic resource requirements during the object life-time. Since the amount of objects is unknown in advance and the decoding characteristics are highly variable and chosen by the encoder, the guaranteed execution of all decoding tasks cannot be ensured. For this reason, we have proposed a new hierarchical QoS management system, featuring both intra and inter-application control.

We have employed a combined solution for reservation-based QoS management with run-time adaptation of the computation chain. This adaptation was implemented by using best-effort communication connections instead of the initialized guaranteed-throughput connections, where it was possible. The monitoring features in the NoC were formed by a Monitoring Service using run-time performance probes able to monitor link utilization, which were attached to all routers.

The complete system was experimentally verified with a network of eight ARM processor cores, executing an MPEG-4 Video Object decoder at the ACE profile and at CCIR-601 and CIF resolution. The proposed framework has shown that the adaptation at finer granularity, e.g. at the VOP level within a GOV, can improve the image quality significantly.
(experimental results show the absolute PSNR of approximately 35 dB with a quality improvement of 1–5 dB). Furthermore, it can be concluded that the monitoring of resources shortens the reaction time of the system to the system change due to video input changes or application changes.

The presented experiment on the combined QoS management highly depends on the monitoring features of a NoC. The timing issues of the reconfiguration were not taken into account because all connection are established and remain active or idle. Further research should focus on exploring these timing issues as well as on the “in-task” scalability issues.

APPENDIX

Figure 9 below presents in horizontal direction for each sequence the improvement of quality by activating the the padding, de-blocking and deranging tasks from the decoding chain. The original sequences are at CCIR-601 and CIF resolution.

Fig. 9. Visual quality improvement by successive activation of computing tasks within MPEG-4 object decoding for three different objects. Column (a): original video objects; (b): basic decoding quality; (c): decoding with padding; (d): decoding with full post-processing.
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